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                I Reclaim my personal growth and development. I commit to my sacred self-care
and the process of becoming more and more of who I am. As I grow in my divine
assignment of Wife, the vibration of the entire marriage lifts to match the frequency of
freedom and full self-expression that God intends for covenant marriage.

As part of my personal journey of spiritual growth and maturity, I embrace learning how
to better fill my own spiritual tank first, and keep it on “Full.”

I take responsibility for and actually do my healing and forgiveness work, which re-opens
my heart and liberates me emotionally.  I realize that my ability to love my husband is a
direct function of the DEGREE TO WHICH my heart is open to him.

                I Reclaim hopefulness and tenacity. I persist with renewed energy, versus cave
in, resign myself, or give up on myself or my marriage because of discontent or
disappointment.

I recognize that I am endowed and equipped to be Cause in my marriage instead of at
effect.     

I am a Gracious Receiver.  I experience being pleased with my husband and my husband
fulfilling my requests with ease.

I speak up lovingly and use my voice and my words as a blessing instead of a weapon.  I
communicate my likes, preferences, and requests with EASE. I communicate boldly and
clearly to be understood.

                I Reclaim my sound mind. I walk in clarity and newly revealed knowledge of
God’s divine design and his intention for the divine assignment of Wife I am called and
ordained to be.
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                I Reclaim my health. I upgrade my care, nourishment, attention and adornment
of my divine body temple. I eat the foods which serve my holy body temple, and give my
body temple the water and movement that enables it to function optimally, and as it was
designed.

                I Reclaim my God given power as woman and wife, and I conduct myself
accordingly. I no longer relinquish my power or reinforce false inferiority by feeling I need
to demand equality from men, systems or governments.

                I Reclaim my divine gifts.  I am endowed with supernatural gifts of influence,
radiance, exuberance about life, and the ability to bring serenity and peace to my home,
my marriage, and the spaces I enter. 

                I Reclaim compassion for myself and for my husband. I support and undergird
my husband by re-opening my heart to him. His heart is safe with me. I use my God given
intuition to foresee and take hold of the blessings stored up for us.

I strengthen my husband’s character and spirit by demonstrating the true meaning of
respect within covenant marriage.  

I strive to open my spiritual inner ear so that I can hear and heed my divine instructions
from the Holy Spirit.
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